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NEVADA GAMING COMMISSION
CARSON CITY. NEVADA

Care of Sally P. Elloyan, Executive Secretary.
By post and e-mail.

Dear Chairnlan Bernhard,
Pursuant to the March 14, 2013 request for comments concerning interactive gaming,
please allow this correspondence to serve as the comments of Alderney Gambling
Control Commission (" AGCC" ). As you know, AGCC and Nevada regulators have
enjoyed an excellent working relationship in respect of gaming matters for many
years. We appreciate the opportunity to comment as you embark further toward
interactive gaming. Our comments follow the format provided in the notice as
follows:

1.

What topics should the Board and Commission consider putting in
regulation relating to an interstate agreement on interactive gaming'?
a) It would be wise for the regulat ion to avoid over-specifying,
which may place undue restraint on regulators, preventing the
tailoring of compacts to meet the specific needs of jurisdictions.
b) Topics should include:
• revenue sharing, both with reference to indirect (point
of consumption) taxation based on player location, and
to licensees' income.
• Collection of ta;x revenues
• Co-licensing of operators and service providers; or
adoption of common standards for these
• Dispute resolution processes
• Common technology standards, including security and
location
• Cross-border credit risks, player fund protection,
payment providers' regulatory status and audit
oversight
c) Reference to the development of a set of best practice operating
standards to be adopted as appropriate by the regulator and by
its licensees.
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d) The nature of cross-jurisdiction activity, which is also relevant
in the answer. Thus a poker network provides different
regulatory challenges to a pooled casino slot or lottery jackpot,
or to a pooled sports book.

2.

Sbould revenue sharing between signatory states to a eompact be based on
the loeation ofwbere tbe wager originated? Wby or wby not? Please be
specifie and eite any relevant legal support.
a) Distinguish firstly between networks linking customer licensees
to a single platform operator (i.e. "networks"); and revenues
attaching to a group of companies in consortium or common
ownership, operating through various licences in different
jurisdictions. Distinguish secondly between operators' revenues
and direct-taxable profits; and player-related revenues and the
(indirect) tax and duty liabilities arising on them.
b) The "source" of the bet should be the location of the player
staking it; that will or may give rise to indirect tax liabilities
such as gaming duty.
However, the internet bet is struck, most normally in existing
national law, at the location of the gaming server effecting the
bet. That jurisdiction will determine the location of (direct)
taxable profits.
c) For a group or consortium other direct tax considerations will
apply.

3.

Sbould revenue sharing between signatory states to a compact be based on
the location of tbe Iieensed interactive bost? Wby or why not? Please be
speeific and cite any relevant legal support.
See 2. Above.

4.

Should tbe regulatory body of tbe signatory state wbere tbe wager
originated bave control over player disputes related to said players? Wby
or wby not? Please be specific and cite any relevant legal support.
In existing best practice (outside the USA) the internet casino
patron or player will contract with a (local, or B2C) operator prior
to gambling, by accepting terms and conditions on the gambling
site. That operator will provide first line dispute resolution under
those terms, and that operator's regulator will or should, by
regulation, provide arbitration where the player is unsatisfied with
the outcome of their complaint; and a further appeal process.
The on-reference to the regulator should be included in the site
terms, so the player is aware. The regulator'S dispute process
should be referred to in regulation and specificied on the regulator
site.
If the dispute arises on a network linking several local operators,
the (B2B) platform provider can provide input into the game play
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and this will be subject to regulation in the jurisdiction of the
platform provider. However the network provider does not usually
have direct contact with the player.
It would be wise to provide in regulation for a joint committee on
oversight to allow cross-jurisdiction arbitration panels to meet as
needed, on pre-agreed bases.

5.

Please provide any other information not requested above that is relevant
to regulations for interstate agreements on interactive gaming.
The original provisions of Assembly Bill 114 appeared to allow
compacting with jurisdictions outside the U.S. These provisions
now appear to restrict the ability to compact to only U.S. States.
While we understand there may have been political reasons for the
change, we would urge that the law be amended to allow the
Governor to consider other jurisdictions. AGee remains interested
in participating in this process and has been a top tier regulator in
this sector for over 10 years. Nevada and Alderney would benefit
from the ability to negotiate a compact that meets the requirements
discussed above.

One of the objectives of AGee is to promote best practices and cooperation among
regulators and we are pleased to submit these comments for your consideration. As
always, we stand ready and willing to assist in these matters.
Yours sincerely,

Michael Ellen
Director, Licensing and strategy.
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